
LAWS AND FLAWS TIl THE CONSTITUTION OF 

THE ICELANDIC FREESTATE 

This paper deals with a society of the Middle Ages. It is an 
anthfoPological analysis of the constituent elements that built up 
this society and defined it as politically autonomous and culturally 
unique. The paper is also an attempt to explain why this social 
formation could not persist, by exposing its inherent structural 
weaknesses. 

The point is that from the very settlement of Iceland, at least 
two sets of contradictions were latent in the social system, but it 
was only as time passed and certain external and internal pressures 
increased that these contradictions and their mutual interaction became 
fat~l to the Freestate. One contradiction was primarily related to a 
pat~ern of action and consisted' in the opposition between self-help 
and 'law. Another was primarily a matter of thought-systems and related 
to .he distinction between Christianity and paganism. When the state 
cam~ into being ,these oppositions did not interfere with one another, 
but they soon collided and the resulting social and conceptual conflicts 
und~rmined the autonomy of the state from within, so to speak, and 
laid it open to the intrusion of a foreign colonial power. 

,The actual course of the argument is as follows: first, we make 
a short excursion into the historical origin of the Icelandic Freestate, 
and t~en proceed to an outline of the actual formation of the state. 
Subsequently we describe the major points in the development of the 
law, Which is seen to be a dominant category in the defining parameters 
that enclosed the reality of the state. Finally we give a short 
account of the decline and fall of the Freestate, and conclude with 
some remarks of a more general nature. 

Historical origin. 

Iceland was first discovered by Irish hermits in the eiglrth century, . 
as far as is known from archaeological and contemporary literary evidence. 
Apart 'from the evidence of archaeology and place names, it is difficult 
to tell how important the Celtic element became to Icelandic society, 
through the monks and through Celtic slaves captured by the Norsemen. 
The majority of the monks left Iceland to escape the heathen Norsemen, 
just as many Norsemen had left the Nordic countries to escape a spreading 
Christianity. In such movements we can see the conflict between 
Christianity and more traditional world-views that loomed large in 
Europe in the middle-ages, and that posed, in ~celand, a latent cultural 
dilemma, marking the rise and fall of the Freestate and impinging itself 
upon the social lives of the Icelanders for centu~ies. The dilemma was 
not sblved, but rather deepened, by the official ~egislative introduction 
of Chfistianity in the year 1000.1 

Even as late as 1527 we find an example of the deep-rootedness of 
this opposition: the two bishops (and they were the last Catholic ones) 
could not reach an agreement upon a certain point and they agreed to let 
it be decided finally by single combat (~olmgang), which is a heathen 
practice par exqellence. Even though the bishops took care to let the 
actual fight be conducted by substitutes, the fact remains that the 
highest religious office-holders had to resort to a heathen practice, 
which had officially been aba1doned in 1006. Although clearly illegal, 
their action still had a kind of le5itimacy when need arose. When 
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other legal means failed .h?lmgang was institutionalized as the means
 
of laying the solution in the hands of the pagan gods that gave people
 
their strength~
 

In this small case, we have also ~l example of the other inherent
 
contradiction in Icelandics6ciety, that between self-help and law, of
 
which further evidence will be ,given latero At this point I will
 
confine myself to a warning against taking paganism as a representative
 
of anti-law, and Christianity as law in any general sense o This would
 
be wrong, and distorting to the argumento
 

The Norsemen came to Iceland in the 860's, originally by chance .~ 

.r.Qut~ for the previously discovered Faroe Islands, and tb,en, in the 
voyage of the Norwegian viking Floki, with the intention of establiphing 
a settle'meht 0 Floki only stayed for one winter, and left discouraged 
by the severity of the climate, naming the ,land Iceland in recollection 
of his troubles o After this the first true settlers arrived, and the 

'time of the landtakings begano The settlement is described in the 
Land namabok, the book of the landtakings, which is one of the oldest 
documents frori! this early periodo There were definite rules as to how 
much land could be claimed by each settler, with both men and women, 
providing they were free born, having the right to do sOo Men, however, 
could claim as much iand as they could go around on horseback in a day, 
while women could only claim as much as they could drive a heifer around 
in the same time o 

The motives of the Norse aristocracy for settling in Iceland were
 
various, but prominent among them was a desire to escape the growing
 
authority of th0 Norwegian'monarchyo First among the settlerawas
 
Ingolf, \1/ho settled where Reykjavik is todayo lJ'he time of the land

takings is normally considered to be the period from 860 till 930, when
 
the Althing came into being.
 

The formation of the stateo 

The prime marker of the Freestate is the Althingo . It is not only ~ 

political event which mB.de it a state, it also forms a prime symbol of 
cultural identification, the potency of which can hardly be overestimated. 
The constitution of the Althing is, then, both an event and an ideqlogical 
charter, and this dual character corresponds to the ambiguity inherent 
in the concept of the 'formation of thestate'o In the following pages 
we shall explore these two issues, broadly described as concerning events 
and structural relationships respectivelyo The interrelationship of these 
elelilents is crucial to the argument throughout the paper .. 

When the settlers first came to Iceland, they were primarily defined 
by their home of origin 0 From the literature, - the historical documents 
as well as the sagas - we know how important it was to establish personal 
identities by recording both the genealogical and geographical origin 
of the man or woman concerned~ We may surmise that this concern with 
origin for the first generations of immigrants resulted in a pattern of 
fragmentation as a charter for conceiving of Iceland, but there was 
also a certain unifying principle in the fact that the settlers, or most 
of them j shared a s~t of religious categories derived from a common 
Scandinavian paganismo ' 

An important set of symbols deriving from this is found in the temples 
that were established throughout Icelando The temples were all built 
as a result of private initiative and for private means, and obviously 
only the wealthier among the immigrants could afford this.. Wealth was 
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a prerequisite, not only for the actual building of the temple, but 
also'becausc the founders automatically became temple-priests and needed 
a continuing income for celebrating the religious feasts. On the other 
hand there was a kind of tax to be paid by the less wealthy people who 
attended the temple. As a consequence of this pattern of religious 
adherence the people were divided into two categories: first, the 
religious leaders, the godar, and second, a group of followers, connected 
to the leaders by bonds of religious and economic interest. These bonds 
created political units, defined not by borders but by centres • 

. The godar soon became pivotal to the social life in general, and 
while the religious institution upon which their power was based was in 
one sense an expression on the ideological level of a shared and unifying 
principle, it soon became a further means of fragmentation, because each 
of tpe godar and the units they represented were small kingdoms of 
the~r own, and conflicts between them resulted in frequent fights between 
thecqngregations. As there were no boundaries, there was also a latent 
power~game between the' godar, who wanted to attract as many followers as 
pos~ible, since the outcome of conflicts was to a large extent dependent 
on the number of armed men that belonged to the unit. 

This situation was untenable. The settlers who had come to Iceland 
to ~scape fighting in their homeland soon found themselves engaged in 
permanent struggles with their next-door neighbours. It was decided, 
ther, to establish a set of laws applying allover Iceland to put an 
end'once and for all to the expedient of taking the law into one's own 
hands. It is not clear who actually took the initiative, but apparently 
it wa~ a kind of collective demand, and the thoroughness and care 
involved in the project leaves no doubt as to the long-term policy which 
it expressed. 

A man by the name of Ulfljotr was appointed legal comissioner and, 
as such, he spent three years in his native country of Norway, where 
he studied the Gulathinglaw, and consulted with the legal experts there. 
Ulfljotr returR~d with the first Icelandic constitution, often named 
the 'law of Ulfljotr', of which the most important element was the 
institution of the Althing, or general assembly. 

Bf-fore the Althing could start work, the Icelanders had to decide 
on a convenient locality for its annual meetings, and to this end the 
foster~brothei of Ulfljotr,Grim Geitsko, was sent travelling around 
the 1s+and to explore the possibilities. After three years he chose a 
certain place within the boundaries of the original landnam of Ingolf, 
later named as the plain of Thingvellir2 • It was indeed an appropriate 
choice; favoured by history as the land of the first settler, and 
extremely favoured by geography in its topographical features, being a 
sunken plain, enclosed by steep mountain slopes, and entered through 
gorges. Furthermore it was enriched by a running river that meant grass 
for the horses, and in it an islet (a holmr) fit for single combat. 
Histor~ and topography thus favoured the choice but contingency also 
played' a part. For a certain period, the land in question had been owned 
by a man who had murdered a freed slave. The slave's name,Col, 
survives in the place name of Colsgj~ -Col's gorge - which according 
to the legend was where his body was first found. For this deed the 
landowner ~~s outlawed by the community, and his land became common 
property, since the slave had no free relations who could inherit it 
(cf. K&lund 1877:94). In this social contingency we can detect a strong 
symbol of the Althing: lawlessness turned into law, self-help subordinated 
to common judgement. As we shall see later, the contradictions inherent 
in this were not solved by the constitution of the Althing, but for 
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the moment and as the constitutive event in the history of the Icelandic 
Freestate, the emergence of the Althing in 930 A.D. isof singular 
importance. 

According to the constitution the island, that from' now on 
we may call a ~ountry or'J:iat~on, was tobed:i,vided into 12 Thinglag, 
each consisting of three godJ..doms or temple units. The priests . 
attached to the chosen tem~les were to bB chief-godar, and, by 
contrast to the original godar, the three chief-godar of each thipglag 
were to be given clearly defined political rights -and obligations.' One 
particular obligation involved presiding over a Spring Thing and a Harvest 
Thing to take place 8 weeks before the Althing and 'not IDter than 8 
weeks before winter', respectively. At the Spring Thing, a court ltlaB 
settled to deal with law suits of various kinds. The court consisted 
of 36 members, appointed by the three chief-godsrof the thinglag, 
12 by each.. The Harvest Thing appears to have hi3.d a less formal 
char;;,cter, since no courts were established here • Hence, no law suits 
could be dealt with, and on the whole the main function Of the Harvest 
Thing seems tohe.ve been to provide a setting. where the news from the 
latest Althingcould be spread among the inhabitants of the thinglag• 

.Supreme to the twelve th:i.nglag and the Spring Things was the Althing, 
which was to be held every year at midsummer. The threegodar were 
under obligation to go there, and with them every ninth farm8'r of each of 
the three go)t-doms. The remaining farmers (still counted among the 
wealthy ones were to contribute a certain fee for the journey of the 
group. In this way the obligi3.tions were spread out in a'relatively 
just manner, and, in theory at least, it was only once in every nine 
years that a man had to go to Althing, apart from the godi who had to 
go every year. From the literature we know, however, that in certain 
circumstances the ~di might ask more thing-men to go with him than 
he was entitled to. Despite the law, it was still looked upon as an 
advantage to be able to qack specific claims by force. . 

Clearly the chief-godar were now conceived of ~s representatives 
of larger units, but they were also still their own mcuiters, and - since 
theS8di-doms were still defined by centres ang not boundaries - any 
farmer or peasant could change his affiliation with the ~odi, as he 
wished, though only once a year. In this way it was possible for a godi 
to attract a larger number of thing-men than his fellow .godarand since 
the godar eQuId claim no more than every ninth of the farmers of his unit 
to go with him to the Althing, the relative importance of any single godi 
could easily be seen from the number of his followers at the Althlng. 

The institution of the Althing comprised two main bodies, a 
legislature and a judiciary. In this the Icelandic constitution was 
unique both in relation to the Norwegian law upon which it was modelled, 
and in relation to the law in general in Medieval Europe. The refinement 
of the law to this degree is a matter of specifi~ Icelandic achievement, 
and the singularity of the Icelandic Freestate was partly defined. by the 
uniqueness of its law. 

The judicial,power was in th~halldsof 36 men, appointed by the 
36 chief-goaar. They were to deal with the lawsuits which {twas 'not 
possible to settle at the Spring Thing. The legislative power, on the 
other hand, was solely in the. hands of the Althing, or rather of. the 
Logretta, the institution which was responsible for the making and 
refining of the laws. The 10grett~ consisted of the "36 chief-godar 
themselves and a chairman appointed by them, usually chQsen from thier 
own number. The chairman was called the law-speaker, because he had to 
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declare the laws from the lawmo1llltain j bu~t. also in another respect he
 
was indeed the speaker of the law, having to memorise the laws over the
 
years, since they were not written down until 1117. It goes without
 
saying that the Law-speaker gave his personal imprint, to the laws,
 
even though he was only considered to be repepxing them. The
 
Logretta ilot only had to do the legislative work, it also had to
 
administe:1:' certain grants, dispensations and, apparently, clemencies
 
for convicts sentenced by the judicial authority. No matter what the
 
case, the decision made by the LOgretta, as well as by the court, had
 
to be 1lllanimous to be valid. '
 

The division of state functions into legislative and judicial power 
was, indeed, a political achievement without parallel in contemporary 
Europe. However, once the power had been split up and was no longer, 
encompassed by a single structure, the very b01lllding of the discrete 
domains left one domain'completely absent - that of the executive. It 
was J;eft to the plaintiffs themselves to execute the verdicts, and in this 
sense the very opposition between self-help and law was built into the 
law itselfo No sentence could be enforced unless it could be backed by 
some'kind of physical force. If a certain godi was sentenced to pay, 
say, blood money to the kin of a victim of his, he could in factchoose 
not to do so if he was powerful enough. In the beginning the anarchical 
tend!pn~ies inherent in this \t/ere not directly disruptive to the society, 
sinc~ a man was always subject to common judgement also, and the power 
of a,ny godi was still dependent on his ability to attract follO\'lers. 
TheEle might well choose tole13.ve him if they, f01llld his behaviour too 
muc4 in conflict with common valueso 

T!lis short outline of the first constitution of the Icelandic
 
Freestate gives rise to the question of whether it was a state, properly
 
spea~ing. This matter of terminology is really of secondary importance,
 
however, for what stands out is a well-defined political system which
 
forms, q coherent whole and which acts and reacts within a specific
 
'environment 0 The Freestate, through its institutions, set a frame for
 
conceiving of the collectivity as a unit in opposition to other units
 
of the same logical type. It was a self-contained political system,
 
whose prime symbol and political centre was the Althing.
 

'rhe Althing was the-centre of the state in many ways. 'We have
 
already discussed it as a political centre, whose creation was the
 
const~tutive event in the, history of the Freestateo Socially, however,
 
it was also the definite focus of the community that once a year f01llld
 
itself attracted to the Althing, which then _~ the nation for a couple
 
of weekso In general terms, the Althing was on top of the hierarchy
 
of pol;i.tical institutions. From the moment of the political event that
 
made the Althing emerge, the people of Iceland were no longer just
 
Norwegtans once or twice removed, they were Icelanders.
 

From the viewpoint of information theory, the Althing was 
certainly also the centre of information, and as such it represented 
the main cohesive factor in the society, when loosely employing the 
terms of argument advanced by Deutsch (1966)0 From the literature, 
whether 'true' historical'documeuts or not,'we know that the informative 
element of the Things was very important on many levels o We also know 
that the true culture heroes of the Freestate were the men who knew how 
to use the information available at the Althing. First, of course, 
among the loci of informationvlas the office of ' the Lawspeaker, who 
theoretically might have been the only oile who ,knew the laws in their 
entirety. But the laws did not constitute the only relevant body of 
information. There was also much personal, social, economic and 
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political information to be gathered from ~he structure and events of '
 
the Althingo'Leaders 'were the men (arid sOh1etimes women) capable of ,
 
manipulating"the syrr'jbol~ that 'were created attheernergence of the,
 
Freestate, by u.sing the ihf'ormation on various level's and tying it down
 
to Ii more fundamental id~ological charter so tha'ttheirmanipulations. '
 
seemed 'right.' 0 Symbols arB means of communic"ation, and tocommuhicate
 
the specific Itela:ndic rea.;Lit;r a, nevi set 0'£ symbols wa 13 created s'imult-·
 
aneouslywith the politieal ihstitutions, and corresponding to the$eo
 
This then was the basis of the Icelandic autonomy: a particular way,
 
,o( treating inforrnationthrougha whole set of self-refer~:tng symbdls
 
(cfoDeut,sch1966:214-15). Again the Althin'g waS the most inclusive
 
symbol in "~' hierarchy of symbOls. It was 8 dominant symbol, to use
 
the termE? of Tu.rner (1964), and in this se:Q'sethe national ideology
 
was vested in ~he ~lthing~ '
 

Weare now employing the, te.X'm ideology as adeep-s,truct:urF-\l, tact. 
It is here conceived of as a p-structure3'for, o;ultural identification, 
seen asa continuous ,process of self-d~fi.nition" e:xpressedina variety 
of s-structures. In this sense the notion Qfcultural identifipation, 
is closely linked to the concept, of ethnicityas understood by Ard¢ner 
(1972). And this is where the actual laber":state\'natidn orwhatever
we choose' to 'attach to' the Icelandic Frees'tnt~e becomes of minor importance. 

, What, matte,rs is that"Iceli:md was aself":'definihg unit, frol11 the: very , ", ,,' 
moment of its first const:ltution, theiaworUlf;Ljotr. It was'a " 
definitic)ll-:space (cf'o ArdEmer' 1'975), where geoeraphical, historiccil, ,:i 
pqlitical and social parameters encompassed a s~e'~if~c, rcelaridic, ~eality. 

Laterdev.elopme>~ts of the law. 

As we now take the point of view that the Althing, and the law"conrrected
 
with it, was the dominant element in the Icelandic F'reestnte, the later
 
development's of this J,aw will riowbe' outlirie'd':i:rt brief Thrcttgh this
0 

proycdure 1rIe may gainsotne insight into the structural weaknesses of the 
consti,tution,we?Jknesseslhat were later to lead to its fall. The 
constj~tu:tion ofU'lfljqtr remained unchanged for some thirty years onl~, 
til,l, 963, when achief-g,odt' fromthe \v6Stlands;named ~o.rd' Gelle, . 
suggesteda new law~'91",rather,'asit turned out,'a 'new c<:mstitution •. 
The ,~hange 'was advoc~ted'mairily with a view to the difficulties in 
dealing ,tvith cases> of<rrturder within theframetv6:[.lc of the old law~ but 
it ~lso'radicallyaffedtecithe"cQmpositionof the total "set of' constitutive 
laws This indicat,es :thatk±lling "ms a main"source of disintegra,tion, 'o 

n~t,Qnly of the sma:;l.l localc6mmuti:i.ties' buto£ the soCiety at 'large. ' , 

·"'~ccord:i.ngtothe';;]_~leg~i ';~les> homicide ';w'r:tialway~ amC!tterto
 
be dealt with, .in'the first'place; by the $pring??b,:ing. Jt-haq. ?;Lso
 
to be the particular 'Spring Thing o,ut of tl1.e .12. S,pring Thiqgs 0;f~he ,
 
country thatw8S closest to the,sc~ne,of,th~,crime.,The reason fqr
 
this practice wnsthat proximity would ,,f'$.c ilite.te '0 bti'liningthe txiuth
 
frorrl,witnElssee; and others ,able to giv:e, information", But as Gelleh.imself
 
hadexperiellced; thisprocedure,:although possi"bly true'inan.ideql
 
wor111, ,had some uninten.dyd ang. unpleasa~t consequences in the real,
 
world~ The I:llairitiff of a foreign thinglag did not have a fair cll.imce
 
of getting Justice if the defendgnt'waspbw~rfulwithin his own thinglago
 
,Once more we get an impressionof the~riarchital tendentJ.es i:;hat were" 
from the outset part 6fthe law, qrict' wE! see' the contradiction 'between·· 
self-help and law forcefully ex~r~s§ed ih cases of, killing and subsequent 
,g~t ions~:legc:l and otherwise.,., . '., >,' , ' , . . 

Gelle's suggested solution to this, one whlrhwa$ agreed upon py 
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the Logretta and hence acknowledged as a new defining parameter of the 
state, 'was firstly that the Freestate should be subdivided into Four 
Quarte;rs, with specified geographical boundaries. Each Quarter was 
divided into three thingla~ with the exception of the Northern Quarter 
which, because of its peculiar topographical features, claimed four. 
Moreover, now that the principle of bounding had been introduced through 
the diwision of the country into Quarters the thinglag also tended to 
become established with fixed boundaries. Since the number of sodar 
was no~ 39 instead of the original 36, due to the establishment of 
a fourththinglag in the Northern quarter, the Icelanders were threatened 
with a breach of the duodecimal system to which they felt committed 
througp their cultural heritage. They solved this by restricting the 
Northern Quarter to only 9 members at the court, regardless of the 
prese~ce of 12 sodar each entitled to elect a representative. In the 
case qf the Logretta, of which all the goder had to be members, the 
probl~m was solved by raising the number of members to 48 instead of the 
origi4al 36,. allowing a further three members each to the Southern, 
.estern and Eastern Quarters. 

i. 

~he new institution of the Quarter Thing did not exist for long, 
but t~e principle was maintained through a division of the Althing into 
Quart~r Things~ The intermediary level of the Quarter Thing was maintained 
in all lawSuits, although it did not take place at a specific time and 
local~ty outside the Althing. The Quarter Courts, subordinate to the 
Althll\gin respect o£time and space as well as in judicial practice, 
were to consist of 9 members, precisely one quarter of the 36 members of 
the Alt~ing court. The importance of unanimity of decision, enshrined 
in the first constitution, was slackened in the case of the Quarter court, 
since it was decided that six out of the nine members could pass valid 
judgement. 

We plight summarize the new eleme.ntsin the Icelandic constitution 
as follows: The country was divided into four Quarters, and this 
introduced a principle of boundaries where a principle of centres had 
been prevalent before. Due to this principle the Quarter Thing could 
persist as an institution even when transposed to the plain of the 
Althing. The ~arter Thing was not defined as a centre.in the same way 
as the Spring Thing had been. One consequence of this, or maybe even 
the reason for the introduction of this new principle, was that at the 
level of the Quarter Thing it was no longer the principle of most power 
to the fittest that reigned supreme, but a principle of some kind of 
equal representation irrespective of the number of armed men that could 
be mobilised by each godi. The new legal practices were manifestations 
of changes in the conception of law, and its relation to the ever more 
frequent conflicts. It probably does not, however, reflect any 
fundamental change in the structural relationships that constitute the 
ideolog~cal charter behind the law, since it was still a matter of 
adjustm~nt, not real transformation. The contradictions persisted in 
the str~cture of the law,· although a more elaborate. legal practice may 
have made it easier to .cope with specific events; at least for a time. 

At the beginning of this paper we mentioned two sets of contradiction 
that seem to have been operat~ve in the Freestate. One of these was a 
matter of action, consisting in the contradiction between self-help and 
law; when the first Icelandic constitution was established (Ulfljotr's law) 
we saw how this contradiction was maintained through the failure to 
institutionalize an executive power alongside the judicial and the 
legislative power. Gelle's law, originally conceived to cope with homicide, 
expose~ thesarne inherent weakness: it introduced an intermediate level 
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of judicial power, but no executive one. It was still left to the parties 
concerned to execute the sentences between themselves. In 1004 a third 
law (Nial's law4) was introduced, which introduced the pr~nciple of 
majority in the final decision where previously the principle of 
unanimity had been unquestioned - a recognition that justice might indeed 
be ambiguous. 

Before proceeJtr~ any further, we must note that Christianity had 
been accepted as the state religion in the year 1000. Any belief that 
this formal i~troduction of a new religion would terminate the conflicts 
that arose out of this ideological discrepancy was doomed to disappointment. 
The adoption of Christianity was, in fact, a major display of the art of 
compromise, but even though it was very skilfully undertaken by the 
political personalities involved, the compromise turned out unsatisfactorily 
for both ~1rties, as ever. We cannot here ~o into details about the 
chain of events which eventually led to the adoption of Christianity, 
involving as it did all the ingredients of a political dramp, inc~uding 

the taking of hostages by the Norwegian King. The case was broug~1t 
before the Althing in the year 1000. At a certain point it looked as if 
no compromise was possibl~;, the Christians and the heathens being: opposed 
to each other to the point at which the state was splitting into two. In 
fact, the two parties were convinced that no solution was possible, and 
two Lawspeakers were appointed by the two parties, to represent and 
reproduce the two divergent sets of laws that were to obtain in Iceland. 
The outcome of this would have been two states with distinctive laws and 
with distinctive heads, the two Lawspeakers, but without distinctive 
boundaries. This solution seemed untenable, however; the ideological 
'either/or' would have reflected only the views of the extreliJists on both 
sides and would, in any case, have threatened the unity upon which the 
nation was founded. As it happened, however, the 'both/and' solution, 
which was the final outcome of the dram~tic incidents at t~e Althing of 
that year, threw the autonomy of the Freestate into jeopardy, though perhaps 
in a more subtle way. What heppened was that the Lawspeaker appointed by 
the Christians negotiated with the Lawspeaker elected by the Heathens, and 
they reached an agreement that the latter was to make a compromise, since 
none of them liked the idea of creating two states within the same 
boundaries. The mediator, Thorgeirr, then had to produce a solution 
that would satisfy both parties, and considering the degree of excitement 
that prevailed at the meeting, and the amount of violence already involved, 
it was no easy task for him. Strangely enough he did succeed. From the 
sources we know that he first convinced the people that splitting the 
state into two would be disastrous. Then he suggested that Christianity 
should be generally accepted with only one or two exceptions: the 
practices of exposing newborn babies and of eating horsemeat shou~d be 
allowed; sacrificing to heathen gods was also permissable, provided it 
was not witnessed by anyone prepared to testify in court. 

In this extraordinary way the ideological contradiction betw~en the 
two systems of thought was finally acknowledged as part of the Ic~landic 

reality, but this did not put an end to the conflicts that arose from 
it. On the contrary, the cases of conflict seemed to increase. ~his 

was also partly the outcome of certain demographic and economic features 
in the country. The population had increased rapidly over the years and 
was now nearll1g a maximum, given the amount of land available. The whole 
of the island was now under plough. In fact, in the period of the 
Freestate, much more of the land was under cultivation than later on. 
Even today the land is not exploited to the same extent as it was in the 
Freestate. In later periods people tended to keep closer to the coastal 
area instead of fighting the hard winters of the central lands. Because 
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of the increase in population and the increase in amount of land under
 
plough more and more wealthy men were without formal political influencco
 
This seemed so much more unjust because they were defined as Icelanders,
 
and Qwed their position to their work within this society, whereas the
 
earlier office holders who were still reigning were originally defined
 
by their social origin and rank in Norway. In addition the political
 
offices were originally heathen offices (the godar) and this now seemed
 
somewhat inappropriate to many. Hence the social conflicts seemed to
 
result from more deep-rooted problems than was realised before, ffild as
 
a re~ult of this a new legal institution came into being.
 

The invention was the Fifth Court, created in 1001+. It was a.kind 
of s4preme court to which were deferred such cases as could not be 
unanimously decided upon by the Quarter Courts. The Fifth Court 
consisted of 48 members but only 36 were to take part in the verdicts of 
specific cases. To bring the number up to 48, another 12 godi-doms were 
created, and the new godar were to elect 12 members of the Fifth Court, 
while the old godar were to appoint the same number of men as they 
did to the other courts, namely 360 This meant that some of the new 
godar obtained an office, which distributed the power among more people. 
Evenmoresig~ificffilt was the decision that still only 36 were to take part 
in the voting in specific cases. - It was decided that each party, 
plaintiff and accused alike, should have the right, and indeed the 
obligation, to exclude 6 members from the assembly. In that way the 
persoIB most involved could always be excluded from the final decision, 
an acknowledgement of some kind of conflict between private a~d public 
interests that had hitherto been negated ideologically. Also, it was 
decided that the decision of the Fifth Court should be valid if held 
by a simple _majority of its members. The law now overtly points to 
the latent conflicts within the society, and it is admitted that there 
can be no single justice. 

~s for the Logretta, the newly appointed godar were not to be 
members, as the old Eodar automatically were. Hence, the legislative 
power was still in the hands of the office-holders who had obtained their 
office through ascription (the offices were normally inherited from 
father to son), while the judicial power was delegated to men who had 
obtained office by personal achievement (the 12 new godar were elected 
from among influential and wealthy men who were renowned for political 
skill). This difference between legislative and judicial power points 
to a cpnception of the law as by definition anchored.in tradition, 
wherea$ judgement must be a more pragmatic device for dealing with cases 
of conflicting interests o This point is worth noting because it 
illustrates the idea held by Crick (1976) that any legal system is 
characterised by a dual dimensi.onality: it consists of a primary set of 
rules that relates to different types of actions and deals with particular 
events~ ,and a secondary set of rules that belongs to a different 
logical type and c~ncerns questions of precedent, interpretation and 
change~ in the law (Crick 1976:99). In terms of levels, the first set 
of rules expresses a deep-structural, generative and semantic relationship. 
In these terms, we find the judicial .power in the Freestate to be 
mainly administering the first set of rules, while the legislative power, 
the Logretta, is a prominent expression of the second set of ruleso 

The Logretta did not remain totally unchanged, however, since a 
principle of advisers was introducedo Each ~di was given the right 
to bring with him two advisers, so that the number of men partaking in 
the sessions of the Logretta now amounted to 144, 48 original members 
and 96 by-sitters. But it was still only the original 1+8 members who 
had franchise, and even though some authors want to see in this the 
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principle of democracy finally (mt~rlng the' Ic~landic constitution 
(e ,g. Gudmundson: 1924), that would stili be far too generous a 
conclusiono The power was still exclusively in the hands of a few 
~althy people, and all the co~mon people were at the mercy of the big 
lang-owners, as, they had alway's been. Whe~ the last major charige in 
the Icelandic law took place the total, popu}i;ttiqn\·/as about 75,000 , 
people, "which is' no sm1?-ll number compared' to the '200,000" inhabitap.ta' 
of Denmark ,at thetimeo Even though the members of the Althing were, 
in a sense elected qS, represeptatives, it was still only the interests, 
of a certain class that were d,irect;ly :represented. 

Afte'r this only one more change in the legal system remains to, be 
mentioned" the 'recruitment" of the bishops as, members' by ascription' of 
the Althing when the two dioceses were established in 1056 in 1106, 
respectively, This:was no major change in the constitution, but cqn he 
seen as the' last of a series ofeventEJ,' generated by the structural 
contradiction between two sets of ideological relationships, leading 
finally to the fall of the Freestateo Also we shoUld note that the , 
practice of holmgang 'was' finally forbidden in, 1006. Until then 
holmgang had, in fact, fUlfilled the function of a supreme courtaild 
had been a legitimate way of deciding the cases that ,the Quarter Thing 
could not decide unanimously. But whereas with holmgang the suprGlIlEl.cy 
derived from the pagan gods ,the Fifth Court was decidedl;y human. ' 
holmgang was considered superfluous after the establishment of the, 
Fifth Court , but as we knot-' , the practice continued f ..;l' many hundred 
years. 

The laws uere first put into writing in 1117.... 18 and from then o~ 
it became apparent that there \-JaS inconsistency in, their interpretation, 
~ve' know from later sources that many versions of tl:J.e law existed I anc:l.' 
even though this isa feature of a state in a steady process of, 
disintegration, we may also see it as anexpressiollof the inherent 
contradictions that had had other reflcct'ions in' the society before 
their written codification. Obviously, when the rendering of, the laws 
had been solely a matter of the memory of one man, the Lawspeaker, and 
the recollection of his annual speech at thelaw-:mountain by a numoe:r of 
goaar with thier own interests to defend, there,must have been w:;de , 
variations in the actual legal practice from one Spring Thing to, the' 
next as.well as from case to case within the same Thing. 'The priP.c:i,ple 
of l.i,nity could still be maintained in theory; but once the laws !lad 
been ,written down, and thediscrepanci~s were there forallt6 r$Ad, 
the belief in a common practice and one suprmne justice received a , 
severe blow. Before, the ;reality had been characterised by'a unifirad 
ideal view and a diversified practice, but now the situati.on\vas,\vho,lly 
fragmentedo Even the basic legal rules became a matter of person.al 
interests, since interpretation was obviously amatterofchoiceo;In 
the exi$ting balance of power the emphasis was now on 'power, where 
previously balance had been stressed. ' 

The law as a dominant conceptual categoryo 

~ve have re,ferred to a conception of law as basically conqisting of two 
sets of rules relating to two different levels of reality, 'and referring 
to two different logical types, VIe .shall now elaborate this point7 with 
an eye to the effects of law'in other parts of the social settingo By 
way of introducing the matter we shall start inquiring into the 
reverse of law - lawlessnesso 

LEJ.l.vlessness obtains at two 'levels ,as does law, First ,at the 
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level of the social surface, it refers to the actions that are considere4 
illegal by ~ommon standards. These are acts that are met with negative 
sanctions, or general moral condemnations. With elaboration of the laws 
and ~he enforcing of common standards, law-breaking becomes increasingly 
common as a matter of definition. In that sense the process of 
elaborating on the laws points to an increasing lawlessneSs in a double 
fashion,and the whole p~ocess becomes one of self~einforcement, while 
the pasic contradictions remain unsolved. The strongest possible negative 
sanct ion on behalf of thi3 community wa's outlawing, which' was usually 
done in serious cases of murder5• Theoutiawed person lost all civil 
rights, all property, and cO~lld be killed by anybody. A slightly " 
milder form of outlawing was expatriation. Even though outlawing and 
expatriation in effect seemed much the same for the convicts, the two 
praqt~ces entailed different conceptual connotations, outlawing being 
based upon a stronger feeling of cultural defence than expatiation, 
whioh latter was largely a matter of protecting personal and social 
int~rests.Those of the expatriated who either did not leave, the 
co~trY6or came back while they were still under sentence of expat
ria~ion , and the outlaws who managed to save themselves by fleeing to 
uniri~abited places, were collectively labelled 'outlying men' (udliggerm~), 
and as time went on the category came to include runaway slaves and' , 
various kinds of supernatural beings, trolls, elves, etc.. This 
category looms large in folk tales of a s~ightly more recent date 
(cf. e.g. Jprgensen 1924), as well as in the contemporary writings. In 
the 014 days, the main load of the semantic category of 'outlyers' seems 
to hav$ been one of real persons. 

However this may be, the emerging category of lawlessness by itself
 
points-to the existence of the deeper of the two levels of law. That
 
the possibility of outlawing people existed at all indicates that there
 
was a strong feeling of the law as providing a basic charter for con

ceiving of the society. We see, therefore, that law and non-law alike
 
contain elements at two levels.
 

+n the present context it is worth noting that the category of
 
lawlessness carne to be associated with a particular region, later named
 
Udadslavamarken ~the lava field of misdeeds'). This is -a rather large
 
areao! wasteland in 'the middle of the island', which belongs neither
 
toone 'nor to the other Quarter,but lies on the borders of the Northe~,
 
Southern and Eastern Quarters. Strictly speaking Udadslavamarken might
 
be plac'ed within the thought-of boundaries of the Northern Quarter, but
 
as it was merely wasteland the boundaries were never sharply drawn.
 
The ,outlaws could find some kind of refuge there because they were left
 
alone. Of course it was difficult to survive on wasteland without any
 
livestock, but there seem to have been tracts of less arid land in which
 
they could live, and according to the literature, whether sagas or
 
folk~tales, there was quite a community of outlaws. This may have beer
 
a product of imagination, since many outlaws seem to have found refuge
 
with distant relatives, or with friends. They could do this and r~main
 

sa!.e,as long as they were not discovered. Due to the difficulties of
 
communication in those days the odds were not so bad as they would now
 
seem. But socially, at least, they did disappear, and it was said
 
of them that they lived in the lava field of misdeeds. In this way, the
 

.	 'wild' of the Icelanders became a matter of spatial specificity, just as 
'lawlessness' is a well-bounded conceptual category~ The 'wild' is 
essentially anti-social and when it merges with the supernatural in the 
shatd of all those uncontrolled spi~its and trolls (opposed to the pagan 
and Christian pantheons alike) we get an impression ofa powerful ~ymbol 
of the non-cultural which by mere opposition acted as a defining :Sl:-amete.r 
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in the Icelandic definition-space. 

If the absolute centre of this definition-space is the Althing, 
we find in the Udadslavamark a kind of anti-centre, where all the evil 
and disintegrative forces are located. In this way 'law' becomes 
opposed to the 'wild', as society to non-society, and this is the major 
evidence for the law being a dominant category in the self-definition 
or cultural identification of the Icelanders. 

In another way, too, the law is reflected in the spatial organ:
ization of Iceland. vfuere the picture of centre/anti-centre is mainly 
related to the basic semantic category of law, the spatial reflections 
which we are now to point out relate to the law in a slightly different 
way, being mainly an expression of the organization of. the legal 
institutions. Haugen (1969) has analyzed the use of the directional 
terms east, west ffi1d so on, and found that they are not merc.reflections 
of the directions as defined by the compass. We shall not repeat his 
analysis here but point to the fact that the directional terms are used 
as reflections of the Quarters. This tendency is sufficiently clear 
to allow us to maintain that the division of the country into QuarterB 
had far reaching implications for the conception of space of ordinary 
people. In this sense the Althing may been seen as a kind of micro~ 
cosmos, reflecting the larger country. 

Significant in the organization of the Althing, too, was the 
relationship between the place of the old law-mountain, and the 
oxararholmr where holm an took place. It is tempting to see here a 
parallel to the centre anti-centre relationship that seems to have 
obtained for Iceland as a whole, expressed in the relationship between 
the Althing and the field of misdeeds. Of course, the topographical 
features of the plain of Thingvellir were given by nature at least 
in rough outline (though apparently the river was artificially led 
through at a place where it had not been originally, according to 
Jpnsson (1922:8)), but it is certain that one reason for choosing this 
plain in the first place was that it displayed an extraordinary fitness 
with the cultural models in force. Even though the basic features of 
space are given by nature, once it is used by man it becomes loaded with 
culture and the 'semantics of space' becomes an object of social 
anthropology. 

In respect of the division of time, the law also enters as a 
dominant category, in that the Icelanders always conceived of the years 
as 'winters', that is the peri1d in between two sessions at the A1thing. 
This may also be related to the practice of using the moon instead of the 
sun as basic time-divider (cf. Gudmundson 1924:88-89;. Clearly, the 
law was reflected in many social and cultural categories, and was tndeed 
a dominant conceptual category within the Icelandic Freestato. 

The Fall of the Freestate. 

As already indicated, despite a steady process of refinement, 
general respect for the law seemed to decline considerably as time 
went by. In the second half of the twelfth century the dissolution 
reached a point of no return. The disintegrative forces were internally 
of two kinds, and there was an increasing pressure on the state from 
external systems. We shall briefly explore these sets of disintegrative 
factors, starting with the internal ones •. 

From the outset we can loosely divide the internal ~roblems in two: 
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first, there was the contradiction between the Church and the trad
itional chiefs, and the gradual out-weighing of the latter by the former; 
second, there was continuous strife between the chiefs themselves, 
a veritable power-game between particular kin-groups which was partly a 
reaction to the increasing power of the Church. First of all the bishops 
became members of the Althing, thereby driving a wedge into a system 
which was at least theoretically in balance. Through this wedge, the 
Churqh gradually gained more 'and more influence by constantly putting 
traditional values under question. In the beginning the bishops seem 
to h~ve held back, but as time went by they could no longer passively 
watch the moral deficiencies of their fellow-Icelanders, and they 
started to condemn certaih practices. First among the deeds now 
bann~d by the Church was the frequent practice of taking mistresses 
or'w~ves to the left hand'. From unions of this kind a considerable 
numbE;lr of illegitimate children'were preduced and there was no social 
sti~ma attached to the fact of being born out of wedlock. Illegitimate 
chi~dren were full members of the household, and even in cases where 
the mother was a slave, a child received full membership of the paternal 
hou~ehold and was considered to be equal to legitimate children. They 
wer~ not 'the same' however, because they were distinguished by the 
fact of h-ving different mothers. We know for instance from Nial's 
saga that among the sons of Nial was one who was born of Nial's 
mistress, a thrall-woman, but in every case which later on involved the 
sons of Nial, he was in a sense first among the brothers. Furthermore, 
there appears to have been a very harmonic relationship between the wife 
and the mistress in this particular case, and from this saga, as well 
as frQm other evidence, we get an impression of a totally unproblematic 
social practice. Even the christened godar took advantage of this 
'right', which suddenly became one of the main targets for the priests. 

We should note here that once Christianity had been introduced priestly 
services gradually bacame a function of religious specialists, where 
they had formerly been in the hands of the godar, who also held the 
political power. The priests, now bacame more and more numerous, and as 
they took over the religious functions, one cornerstone of the power 
of thegodar disappeared and a split between religious and secular affairs 
was introduced. This split, which had in some sense already been a 
latent contradiction, now became a direct source of conflict because 
it received a very tangible expression~there were now two groups of 
people that could actually fight each other. The very fact of the 
increa9ing intrusion of the chl'~ch in the affairs of the godar led to 
considerable strain between the two groups, and this in turn induced the 
second set of internal problems that eventually led to the fall of the 
Freestate. 

This second factor in the disintegrative process is found in the 
increasing frequency of fights between the ~~ themselves. They 
fought mainly to gain absolute power within a region, and once more we 
can blame the law itself for making it possible at all to concentrate 
the power in a few hands. From the beginning the godi-offices had 
been subject to inheritance, but as a democratic principle it had 
always been possible to achieve a godi-office by different means, 
whether by being appointed as the successor of a particular man without 
appropriate heirs, or simply by buying it. Now the chiefs started to 
expel one another and to buy or steal all possible godi-offices so 
that they might gain more power. By holding the offices they were the 
ones to appoint the members of the courts, and they had to concentrate 
their efforts if they were not to be outmanoeuvred, by each other or 
by the church. The result of this'armament race' was that towards the 
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end of the Freestate each Quarter was ruled by one or two familieB, 
who were legally able to take the law into their own hands. 

These two sets of internal constitutional problems relate to the 
contradictions that were mentioned in the introductione The conflict 
between the Church and the chiefs personalized the contradiction 
between Christianity and paganism in an unexpected way. Until this 
time it was principally a matter for philosophically minded individuals. 
The second set of destructive forces relatroto the opposition between 
self-help and law, but this opposition was now concentrated in singlb 
persons, who could legally take the law. into their own hands. Since 
these persons were also the ones to fight the church, we can see an 
increasing convergence ·of the two sets of contradictions. When 
external factors were allowed to play their part the internal inter
ference was fatal. 

!~ respect of the relationship between the Freestate and those 
socia~ systems outside it, two points should be noted. First, the 
Norwegian king was increasingly annoyed by the independence of Iceland, 
partly due to his own problems in balancing the Churche We should note 
here that within the orgmlization of the Church, the Icelandic religious 
offices were under the supervision of the bishop in Nidaros, who thus 
had a larger 'people' than had the king. And it was mainly through 
the Church that the king gradually gained influence on Iceland, wh~+e 

the conflicts made the weaker among the inhabitants look among them
selves for a leader•. 

However, this might not have been destructive to the same degree 
had it not been for another reason that concerned the means of 
communication. When the settlers first came to Iceland they came ~y 

boat, of course, and for the first century, at least, big cruises 
and merchant expeditions were still part of life in Iceland. It was 
considered to be an important element in the training of young men, 'to 
let them go, say, to Norway. At least one member of each generation 
was supposed to go abroad. In the beginning the goal was often to see 

. I relatives or to administer inherited land in the country of origin, 
but also the mere adventure, ,and the possible fights that might 
result, were considered to be of educational value. As time passed, 
however, the original fleet wore out. As there was no timber available 
on Iceland it was impossible to restore the fleet on home ground, and 
few men were wealthy enough to be able to go to Norway and see to the 
building of a new boat. This decline in the possibilities for Ic~landers 

to communicate out of the country at their own wish had consequences 
at many levels. The commerce now came into Norwegian hands, to the 
extent that in sources from the thirteenth century, no references to 
Icelandic-owned boats are found at all, while they had been few even in 
the twelfth century (Jones 1964:38). 

In the first century of the Freestate the Icelanders themselves had 
been the out-going people, and the definition space created was maintained 
partly through this monopoly of comraunication, which allowed them to 
define and readjust their reality as conceptual problems emergedo But 
when they were gradually closed off and when extra-societal communication 
became a privilege and a power of Norwegian merchants, their fate was 
sealed. lt became impossible to receive information from outside whi'~h 

could outbalance the 'noise' generated within the system. 

Even if autonomy is based upon a set of self-referring symbols, 
independence is not sustained by isolation. 

The result of the interplay of these different factors was a 
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vulnerability to foreign powers, and in 1262 the Norwegian king took 
over the rulership with the help of traitors who saw some short-term 
benef~ts for themselves in securing the power for the king. In the 
first place it was only the Southern and Western Quarters that gave 
in, but in 1264 the more stubborn Eastern and Northern Quarters 
were overcome as well. 

After 1::l few hundred years of existence the Icelandic nation 
became subject to forei@1 power, and so it remained until this 
century. Within its short lifespan the Icelandic state exposed a 
serie~ of different social situ·.ation~, but essentially they were 
variations based upon a unique cultural theme, which through the 
trans~itted literature is a powerful symbol of Icelandic identifi
catiop even today. 

+n this paper I have focussed upon a single important theme in 
the Xcelw1dic Freestate, that of law. I have tried to demonstrate how 
inhe~ent contradictions threatened the nation from its very constitution. 
Not ~uch need be added here, since history itself provided the 
conc~usion: the fall of the Freestate. 

This sketchy analysis is by no means exhaustive. It cannot alone 
explain the fall Qf the Freestate. I am convinced, however, that by 
studying the law and extracting from it some general points we gain 
an impo~tant insight into some of the structural weaknesses that 
infl~enced the course of history. Different analyses would yield 
diff~rent answers, and together they would complete the picture. 

TM point is that anthropology, being rele.ted to its subject in 
botha'xnetaphoric and a metonymic way (Crick 1976:169), is as com
plex ~sthe reality it seeks to understand and sometimes even explain. 
II.s metaphors anthropological models yield understanding by translating 
cultural features into anthropological discourse. As metonyms the 
models are themselves to be described by reference to the nature of 
theircontentj like any other cultural practice they are part of the 
human discourse about hmmanity. 

In' this sense no analysis can ever be 'the last' - but given a 
specif~c reality some analyses would seem to present themselves as 
among the most urgent. In the case of the Icelandic Freestate an 
analysis in terms of law seemed to be of prime importance. 

Kirsten Hastrup. 

NOTES 

This paper is dedicated to Niels Fock, whose fiftieth birthday provided 
the reason for its creation. However, the thoughts presented here are 
part of my current research on the Icelandic Freestate. They are to be 
seen asa first sketch, indicating some possibilities for treating 
historical material anthropologicelly. The paper is relevant to my 
conception of certain fundamentals of anthropology (as e.g. the 'field ' ) 
with which I havedeaH elsewhere (Hastrup 1975, 1976). My main 
historical sources are Bruun (1928), Gudmundsson (1924), Kalund (1877, 
1879-82), and Njardvik (1973). 

Thanks to Mrs. Olga Vilstrup for correcting some of my linguistic 
errors; those that remain are, of course, my own. 

1. A general orthographical note should be made here. For a rendering 
in English of Old Norse categories, I rely mainly on Jones (1954). 
As for the native terms used in the text, I must admit that they are 
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to some extent Danish versions, partly due to the limitations of a 
Dmlish typewritero 

20 The number 'three'appears to be of symbolic importance, rather 
than of necessary historical trutho Most of the significant events in 
the history of the Freestate seem to have been a matter of 'three 
years', as for instance also the landnem of Ingolfo 

3. The conception of p-structures, as ~:paradigrTIaticstructural rela
tionships, and s-structures, as syntagmatic chains of events, derives 
from Ardener (1973)0 

4~· It is so named since, according to Nial's saga ( 98; 1970:6-8), 
Nial was the one who originally conceived of the Fifth Oourt. Thim is,., 
however, a matter of dispute. 

50 There was a distinction between 'murder'. ffild 'killing' in Icelando 
Murder was illegal ffild always considered appalling, whereas killing 
was a legitimate act in various cases, as for instance in the killing 
of new-born children prior to their '~aming', after which killing' 
them would be considered as murder o (Gudmundson 1924: 99)0 Also in 
cases of blood-revenge killing was legitimate. In all cases of . 
killing, the killer had to cover up the 'fictim; failure to do this 
would make his deed classifiable as murder, and outlawing would 
ensue, indicating that the uncovered corpse was a threat to the 
whole of the society (ibid.:119)0 

60 Expatriation need- _not be for life; it could be a matter of, say, 
'three winters'. (Gudmundsson 19~4:62). 

Editors'Note: This paper has been cut considerably by the editops, 
with the author's permission, in order to shorten it for the Journalo 
Any misrepresentations thereby introduced are of course the editors' 
responsibilityo 
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